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The genetics of diabetes: from nightmare to headache

The tendency of diabetes to run in families has interested
doctors and geneticists for decades. The shared environment
does not explain the family clustering because identical twins
have diabetes more often than non-identical twins or ordinary
siblings. ' But classic patterns of genetic transmission do not
seem to apply and diabetes has been called "the geneticist's
nightmare."'
Most attempts at genetic analysis were based on asking

patients about whether their relatives were affected. Some-
times the information was inaccurate, and it was always
incomplete; the genetic hypothesis also often depended on
assumptions about the likelihood of those normal at the time
of asking developing diabetes later. Most analyses assumed
that diabetes mellitus was a single disease, and great ingenuity
was shown in constructing single genetic hypotheses for both
the severe, potentially lethal, youthful onset form (insulin
dependent diabetes mellitus) and the clinically very different,
commoner, and non-lethal form usually diagnosed after
middle age (non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus).3 An
attractive hypothesis of the 1950s ascribed insulin dependent
diabetes to a double dose of a diabetes gene and non-insulin
dependent diabetes to a single dose.4 The absence of non-
insulin dependent diabetes in all but a few parents of patients
with insulin dependent diabetes made this proposition
untenable.

Diagnostic surveys for diabetes created further difficulties:
glucose tolerance measured in large samples did not tidily
separate into normal and diabetic subgroups.56 The one
merged into the other, and any diagnostic division was
arbitrary. The glycaemic definitions of diabetes that West
collected from diabetologists world wide differed so much
that when applied to a given population estimates of diabetes
prevalence varied more than 20-fold.7 When the effects of
age, adiposity, nutrition, ethnic origin, and diabetogenic
drugs are added to the diagnostic equation it is hardly
surprising that all the common patterns of inheritance-
dominant, recessive, and polygenic-were invoked to explain
the transmission of diabetes.

Since the early '70s several studies have helped our
understanding. Cudworth and Woodrow8 in Britain and
Nerup and colleagues9 in Denmark at about the same time
looked at HLA antigens and showed an excess ofB8 and B15
in diabetics. They were astute enough to spot that this was
restricted to patients with insulin dependent diabetes; the
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distribution of HLA antigens in patients with non-insulin
dependent diabetes did not differ from that in the background
population. It was soon shown that insulin dependent
diabetes was even more closely associated with the class II
HLA antigens D/DR3 and D/DR4 with which the genes for
the B antigens were in linkage disequilibrium. About 95% of
patients with insulin dependent diabetes had one or other of
these (compared with half of the general population);
a disproportionately high number were DR3/DR4 hetero-
zygotes.'0'" Possession of each of the two antigens adds
independently to risk for the disease. In families with more
than one affected member the HLA antigens (one or both
parental sets) are inherited along with the diabetes.
Some of the family members carrying the HLA markers

linked with diabetes are not diabetic but must be at risk of
developing the disease. Outside the affected families, how-
ever, most of those with DR3 and DR4 do not have and will
never develop insulin dependent diabetes. Several possible
explanations exist for this apparent anomaly. The diabet-
ogenic effect may be expressed only in the setting of special
characteristics elsewhere in the genome. DR3 or DR4 may
have specific subtypes linked to diabetes that immunological
tests cannot distinguish.' The new techniques of DNA
analysis and gene mapping have now shown that the region of
chromosome 6 that codes for the DR antigens has at least
three genetic subregions-DR, DQ/DX, and DP. Each
codes for independently associated and variable a and M
chains of the heterodimeric glycoprotein class II antigens.
Those with the same DR antigens may thus have different
DQ, DX, and DP DNA sequences, and only one DQPI chain
sequence for each DR type may be associated with insulin
dependent diabetes, placing the (undefined) diabetes suscep-
tibility genes nearer DQ than DR.'314 An even closer link
may place it nearer (and it may even be identical with) the
DX a chain gene, the protein product of which has not been
identified. 5
That patients with insulin dependent diabetes and non-

insulin dependent diabetes have differing genetic back-
grounds was also suggested by studies of identical twins by
Barnett and others.'6 They found that concordance for
diabetes-that is, both twins being affected-approached
100% for non-insulin dependent diabetes but was only about
50% for the early onset, insulin dependent type. Inheriting
the genetic susceptibility is necessary but not sufficient
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for patients to develop insulin dependent diabetes. Some
non-genetic, presumably environmental, factor causes
the susceptible to develop the disease. This factor (virus,
toxin, or whatever it might be) almost certainly starts an
immunological attack on the pancreatic ,B cells that leads to
insulin dependent diabetes,'7 but it may not. Ten apparently
normal twins from identical pairs discordant for insulini
dependent diabetes had all had islet cell antibodies and on
testing showed abnormalities of insulin and proinsulin
secretion but had normal glucose tolerance.'8
Some older patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes

who often ultimately need insulin have HLA antigens and
islet cell antibodies, which suggests that they have only
partial or slowly progressive I8 cell destruction'9-non-
insulin dependent diabetes caused by the "type I process."
Probably the severity of the condition that may result from
this process ranges from insulin dependent diabetes to
normal metabolism.
The near total concordance in identical twins with "ordi-

nary" non-insulin dependent diabetes- suggests that it is
more strongly inherited than insulin dependent diabetes,
but its genetics are much less well understood. Although
most studies based on family histories fail to distinguish
between non-insulin dependent diabetes and insulin depend-
ent diabetes, patients who develop the disease later (who
probably have non-insulin dependent diabetes) have many
more relatives with diabetes than patients who develop the
disease when young (who-probably have insulin dependent
diabetes).20 Applying an acceptable definition for non-insulin
dependent diabetes, Kobberling and Tilli2 estimated from
the family histories of31 patients with non-insulin dependent
diabetes that almost 40% of their siblings could expect to be
diagnosed diabetic, assuming survival to 80. The siblings of
lean patients with non-insulin dependent diabetes have the
highest risk, particularly if they are themselves obese.22 The
expression of non-insulin dependent diabetes and the genetic
conclusions-drawn therefrom are therefore likely to depend
on the prevalence23 and perhaps the topographical distribu-
tion24 of obesity and to differ between ethnic groups.25

Attempts to improve genetic analysis in non-insulin
dependent diabetes by measuring glucose tolerance in
relatives have given little additional help.26 Several genetic
markers independent of blood glucose concentration have
been proposed: synalbumin insulin antagonism27; chlorpro-
pamide alcohol flushing8; and the presence of large DNA
inserts in a non-coding region of chromosome 11 near the
insulin gene.29 Regrettably, all have failed to live up to
expectations.

Glucose intolerance and diabetes may be caused primarily
by inadequate insulin secretion30 or by impaired action of
insulin on the tissues.31 The inheritance of either (or both) of
these abnormalities may be important in the genetic trans-
mission of non-insulin dependent diabetes, and several
groups have tried to examine the two components indepen-
dently. Cerasi and Luft analysed with a computer changes
in serum glucose and insulin concentrations in response toan
intravenous glucose infusion to separate mathematically
insulin secretion and insulin effect.32 They concluded that
impaired insulin release was the inherited component of
diabetes, but Iselius et al in a study of 601 relatives were
unable to show a difference in insulin release between the
offspring of 96 patients with late onset diabetes and 59
normal controls.33 Quite different findings were reported by
Leslie et at, however, in the offspring of 13 patients with
non-insulin dependent diabetes.34 Compared with normlal

controls these offspring had higher fasting serum concentra-
tions of glucose, haemoglobin A1, insulin, C peptide, and
glucagon, and increased serum glucose and' C peptide
concentrations after being given orally 75 g of glucose.

O'Rahilly and others, using their standardised intravenous
glucose infusion test,35 also report a high frequency of
diabetes or intolerance to intravenous glucose in the close
relatives, especially the parents, of patients with non-insulin
dependent diabetes (pE 923) of early onset (age 25-40).
Finding that nine ofthe 10 parents ofa selected group of such
patients had diabetes or abnormalities of glucose tolerance,
they went on to study a further group of 10 families of
patients with early onset non-insulin dependent diabetes.
Five of these patients had islet cell antibodies. Eight of the
nine living parents of the five patients without islet cell
antibodies were either diabetic (six) or had some hyper-
glycaemic abnormality (two). Their explanation resuscitates
but transmogrifies the old Harris hypothesis-that a genetic
contribution from both parents may result in early onset non-
insulin dependent diabetes (but not insulin dependent
diabetes as Harris would have had it). This suggestion needs
confirmation because a study that selects young patients is
inherently likely to find other affected relatives to be older.
What is the journeyman diabetologist to make of all this?

He knows more about the inheritance of susceptibility to
insulin dependent diabetes, can identify those in the family
of a case who are susceptible, and would be justified in
supposing that the diabetogenic process -had started if he
found islet cell antibodies. He still cannot predict who will
progress to the clinical disease and cannot do anything to
prevent it. Non-insulin dependent diabetes in a family
member means that the rest of the family have an increased
risk of developing the disease; if both parents have it the
disease may begin early in their children. There is no reliable
way of identifying the genetically susceptible relatives, but if
they are obese they are probably much more likely to develop
the disease-and so all relatives should try and avoid obesity.
We clearly still have some way to go, but the genetics of
diabetes is perhaps "n-o longer a nightmare but still a
headache."`6
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Drug formularies in hospitals

Hospital drug formularies provide local guidelines on using
the principal drugs and are developed after discussion with
senior staff. A secondary aim is to contain costs. The best
formularies are educational because they highlight those
drugs with which prescribers should be thoroughly familiar
to ensure effective treatment and to avoid unnecessary drug
induced disease. Debate during revisions of formularies is
also educational. Successful implementation of a formulary
also leads to more predictable patterns of prescribing and
purchasing and ensures immediate availability of drugs that
are used as suggested in the formulary.
The cost of drugs to the National Health Service is over

£2000m a year for about 6000 products.' The Bn'tish National
Formulary lists over 4000 drugs, and acceptance of a hospital
formulary that recommends 400 key drugs has obvious
potential to rationalise purchasing policies and thus achieve
volume discounts. Enthusiastic advocates of hospital drug
formularies can point to apparently successful schemes in-
troduced by committed clinical pharmacologists cooperating
with pharmacists and local doctors. One hospital formulary
reduced drug costs by 15% in the first year in medical wards
in one hospital.2 Educational pharmacopoeias operating
alongside a restricted drug list have contributed to drug costs
in Wandsworth being £500 000 a year less than was predicted
without the pharmacopoeias. "Off list" prescribing by con-
sultants accounted for only 3 2% of all prescribing costs.3
The annual forecast hospital drugs bill at St James's Hospital,

Leeds, was underspent when a formulary policy was sup-
ported by ward pharmacy services.4 The American Society of
Hospital Pharmacists estimates that operating a formulary
system-not merely producing a list-will save 17% or more
on overall drug costs. As patent production expires on many
single source products savings will rise to 21% or more, and
on multisource products to as much as 40%.'

Yet, despite such successes, problems remain. Ridley of
Social Audit, a consumer related non-profit making organisa-
tion, has highlighted some ofthe achievements and problems
in her short but provocative report, Drugs ofChoice: a Report
on Drug Formularies Used in NHS Hospitals.' Some striking
findings emerge. Only 37 formularies were obtained for
study, perhaps half of those thought to exist in England and
Wales, despite the existence of over 200 drugs and therapeu-
tics committees. More than three quarters of district health
authorities (83%) responded to a survey, and 43% of those
responding claimed to have formulary systems that extended
to all hospitals and covered all or virtually all drug categories.
More than a third ofrespondents (39%) had some restrictions
on certain categories of prescribing, and 18% had no
formulary system. Some health authorities admitted that
they had abandoned their formularies, excused consultants
from their restrictions, or had difficulties in enforcing
and monitoring the recommendations. There were many
similarities in the choice and range of drugs in the different
formularies for the six therapeutic categories studied, and the
range was much more restricted than that in the British
National Formulary.

Defenders of clinical freedom argue vigorously against
hospital formularies, but individual clinical freedom carries
with it the responsibility to define a personal formulary and to
relate it to the agreed recommendations offellow prescribers.
The drug industry has also argued against the imposition of
limited lists and views successful hospital formularies as a
further threat to their profitability-and hence their ability to
foster research. Local factors may also act against successful
implementation of hospital formularies-for example, lack
of commitment by local doctors and hospital managers. The
successful introduction of hospital formularies has not been
aided by only nine consultants in clinical pharmacology
having been appointed to district general hospitals. Some
formularies have also been disappointing in their content,
presentation, frequency of updating, flexibility to accom-
modate special needs, and feedback to prescribers about
drug utilisation.

That priority has not been placed on the efficient pro-
duction and maintenance of hospital formularies is surpris-
ing. In particular they are sometimes slow to advise on high
cost, high risk drugs. Clear policies and adequate resources
should exist for preparing, distributing, revising, and
monitoring drug formularies.67 Most hospital doctors would
appreciate regular information about their prescribing pat-
terns and the relative costs of the drugs they use, and some
will even accept regular measurements of how well their
clinical team adheres to a formulary. How long will it be
before hospital formularies are operational, accepted, and
successful in every district health authority?

JAMES C PETRIE
Professor of clinical pharmacology
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